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HOW TO MAKE MONEY IN THE MARIJUANA STOCK MARKET
MARIJUANA STOCK MARKET IS NOW DOWN -39.5% YEAR TO DATE
I will be speaking at the Cannabis World Congress and Business Exposition in New York City, June 18, 2015. My
time will be 4:30 pm that afternoon.
I urge everyone to attend. The forum will be outstanding.
There are any number of reasons for the market to continue crashing. The Chicago conference did not produce any
industry excitement translated into improving share prices. We will see if New York does.
I have shared a number of reasons for this debacle. Other reasons will be included in my speaking engagement.
It has been difficult at best to pick out a winner or two in this Cannabis Bear Market.
Pazoo has been one stock well positioned both fundamentally and in terms of trading volume, price appreciation
combined with an ideal business model.
I will discuss a number of reasons for an industry that is expanding while its stock market is a disaster.
People really do not understand the reality of this market. The Black Market existed before the first public company,
Medical Marijuana. It still exists today. Many Black Market ways of doing business have filtered into some, not all,
public companies and the Cannabis/Marijuana stock market.
This country is somewhat split between accepting recreational marijuana or being against it. While there are a
number of rational factors affecting the market crash, we cannot overlook those who are against recreational. I
have not seen any poll that answers the question: “are you more against recreational as you learn more about it?”
This stock market crash includes many factors, not the least being that certain investors are turned off to pot.

